What’s New With Threads?

Lots of Threads!!!

STITCH of the Month
Diagonal Triple Parisian Stitch

Ty-Di Threads
Ty-Di Threads is a great new line of 5
threads all dyed to match. Currently
there are only 43 colors, but they are
fun, bright colors. Purples, limes,
oranges, reds - think your first box of
crayons. Each color is available in all
5 thread types so you can mix and
match, Cotton+, Just Cotton, Spun
Silk, Sof-Silk and Simply Wool. Each
thread has a different finish, making
some shiny, some matte, some slightly
fuzzy and some speckly. Have fun and
mix two threads of the same color in
one stitch for a brocade-like effect.
Long laid stitches will work particularly well for this technique. All are
used single strand on 18ct.
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Burmilana
Burmilana is a 50/50 wool/acrylic
blend. It’s slightly fuzzy and either
heathered or tweeded. Whether you
choose to brush it or not, it stitches
magically into fuzzy little animals.
Use single strand on 18ct.

Diagonal Triple Parisian is a fun stitch that works up quickly. It’s
Access Commodities Trebizond
For all of you who love Trebizond as
much as we do, there are now seventeen new colors!
Rainbow Gallery Splendor
There’s always room for new colors
in our favorite threads. Rainbow
Gallery has just released twelve new
colors of Splendor. Even more
opportunities for shading!

great for sky, water, greenery, gingerbread houses, walls, clothing and
backgrounds. It works for just about everything!
It also works well with just about every thread. Select a thread that covers
the canvas completely when stitched on the diagonal, or combine several
plies of a strand-able thread to create the necessary coverage. Using a larger, non-plied thread will give you a more textured look, while using a
strand-able thread and laying your stitches will give you a more satiny
finish.
There are two variations shown above. The top variation is the original.
The bottom variation is a smaller version we’ve been using with great success as it fits a wider variety of areas.
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